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Be So Happy
Heartless Bastards

*****
This is a pretty straight-forward song to play. 
The early verses are simply going between an E and an E7 chord. 
Listen to the track and youâ€™ll hear it. 
Eventually, they add in a Bm and an A, but watching them perform it live, 
they use Bm barred at the 7th fret and the A barred at the 5th.
*****

Intro: E, E7, E, E7, E, E7

E		                E7
I could be so happy

E		                E7
if I just quit being sad

E		                E7
I could be so funny

E		                E7
If I just quit being a drag

E		                E7
I could be so sweet

E		                E7
if I just quit being sour

E		                E7
I could do all these things

E		                E7
Oh, I have the power

E		                                E7
I m gonna see what tomorrow brings

E		                                E7
I m gonna make it to the midnight train

E		                                E7
I m gonna see what tomorrow brings

E		                                E7
I m gonna take it to the world outside



(REPEAT INTRO, THEN SAME AS ABOVE)

So I took off running
I ran over the hills
My odyssey through concrete and steel
Gonna keep on going
I don t wanna stand still
Gonna keep on going
I don t wanna stand still

I m gonna see what tomorrow brings
I m gonna make it to the midnight train
I m gonna see what tomorrow brings
I m gonna take it to the world outside

(REPEAT INTRO)

E
I am going out into

	 Bm	               A	         	 E
I m going out to the sweet unknown

E
I m going out into

	 Bm	               A	         	 E
I m going out to the sweet unknown

E		              E7
Oh, I m Longing to be

E
Oh, I m Longing to be

Bm	            A	      E
Out in the sweet unknown

E		              E7
Oh, I m Longing to be

E
Oh, I m Longing to be

Bm	            A	      E
Out in the sweet unknown

Bm	            A	      E
Out in the sweet unknown

Bm	            A	      E
Out in the sweet unknown



Bm	            A	      E
Out in the sweet unknown


